
FOG Program Management Software
Discover a better way to manage fats, oils, and grease in your city...
 
 
This new cloud native platform from Aquatic Informatics, sold in partnership with Hach, is purpose-
built for Fats, Oils, and Grease management; designed to simplify administration, reduce manual
tasks, and speed up program delivery to meet the needs of a growing and evolving FOG compliance
program.
 
 
Are you worried about sewer system overflows due to blockages caused by FOG?
 
About 50% of all sanitary sewer overflows (SSOs) are caused by FOG blockages in the collection
system, and addressing FOG with regular jet cleanings of collection system lines can be expensive
and exhausting. Taking a proactive approach to FOG management, and tackling FOG at the source
can make a huge impact towards reducing SSOs, but with so many Food Service Establishments
(FSE) and grease removal devices (GRDs) to keep track of and a small team of FOG Investigators,
keeping FOG out of the wastewater collection system can be a daunting task. Our FOG Software is
purpose-built with workflows and features that will transform your wastewater compliance program,
helping you fight against SSOs at the source.
 
 
Is your FOG Program achieving maximum efficiency?
 
Managing a FOG Program through spreadsheets and paper forms or with in-house or asset
management programs that are not purpose-built for FOG management may be keeping your FOG
Program from realizing its full potential. Our browser-based software will allow you to streamline
and automate cumbersome tasks from anywhere, enabling you to:
 
-Simplify compliance management with a complete timeline of communications, maintenance, and
inspection history.
 
-Track inspection schedules, define frequencies, and use powerful custom forms for facility-specific
needs to prioritize and perform inspections.
 
-Easily maintain the inventory and history of facilities, contacts, equipment, and activities in an
organized and searchable interface.
 
 
Do you have an easy way to manage FOG producing facilities and inspections?
 
With our FOG Software, you can centralize all facility information and custom attributes to easily
track and manage inspections, pumpouts, violations, enforcements, communications, and more. FOG
Software will empower you to:
 
-Speed up field work with field access to all facility information and pre-built, intelligent custom
inspection forms for less data entry and more efficient site visits.
 
-Prioritize inspections with custom frequencies per facility and automated scheduling for more
productive inspection management.
 
 
Is your FOG compliance and enforcement history defensible?



 
No longer will you need to dive into a file cabinet to defend the compliance and enforcement
audit trail of a food service establishment. Maintain defensibility with a complete, browser-based
compliance history that allows you to:
 
-Quickly see the facility lifecycle—from pump-out to compliance—to understand compliance
history at-a-glance, in-depth, or as an exported report.
 
-Track violations, enforcements, corrective actions, and their due dates to easily track a facilities
return to compliance.
 
-Leverage more than just pump-outs to automatically determine non-compliance by using inspection
results or other data—or override manually for unparalleled control.
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